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Report Limitations/Rating Abbreviation
This report is intended only as a general guide to help the client make his own evaluation of the overall condition of the home, and is
not intended to reflect the value of the premises, nor make any representation as to the advisability of purchase. The report expresses
the personal opinions of the inspector, based upon the inspectors visual impressions of the conditions that existed at the time of the
inspection date only. This inspection and report are not intended to be technically exhaustive, or to imply that every component was
inspected, or that every possible defect was discovered. No disassembly of equipment, opening of walls, moving of furniture,
appliances or stored items, or excavation was performed. All components and conditions which by the nature of their location are
concealed by finish materials, camouflaged or difficult to inspect are excluded from the report.
The inspection is performed in compliance with generally accepted standard of practice of the National Association of Certified
Home Inspectors (NACHI), a copy of which is available upon request. Systems and conditions which are not within the scope of the
inspection include, but are not limited to: formaldehyde, lead paint, asbestos, toxic or flammable materials, and other environmental
hazards; pest infestation, playground Equipment, efficiency measurement of insulation or heating and cooling equipment, internal or
underground drainage or plumbing, any systems which are shut down or otherwise secured; water wells (water quality and quantity)
zoning ordinances; intercom; security systems; heat sensors; cosmetics or building code conformity. Any general comments about
these systems and conditions are informational only and do not represent an inspection.
The inspection report should not be construed as a compliance inspection of any governmental or non governmental codes or
regulations. This report is not intended to be a warranty or guarantee of the present or future adequacy or performance of the
structure, its systems, or their component parts. This report does not constitute any express or implied warranty of merchantability or
fitness for use regarding the condition of the property and it should not be relied upon as such. Any opinions expressed regarding
adequacy, capacity, or expected life of components are general estimate s based on information about similar components and
occasional wide variations are to be expected between such estimates and actual experience.
Should any disagreement or dispute arise as a result of this inspection or report, it shall be decided by arbitration and shall be
submitted for binding, non-appealable arbitration to the American Arbitration Association in accordance with its Construction
Industry Arbitration Rules then obtaining, unless the parties mutually agree otherwise. In the event of a claim, the Client will allow
the Inspection Company to inspect the claim prior to any repairs or waive the right to make the claim. Client agrees not to disturb or
repair or have repaired anything which may constitute evidence that relates to the complaint, except in the case of an emergency.
Section rating remark used in this report;
Good = The statement means the area component or mechanical unit inspected show normal wear &tear which appears to be in good
satisfactory condition during the time of the inspection.
R/R = (Repair/Replacement) The statement means that some deficiencies were found, further evaluation is needed to determine what
repairs may or may not be needed. Any major component deficiency such as a roof materials, window defects, foundation issues, or
electrical issues as well as any other major component. Inspector recommends obtaining bids by a qualified licensed contractor for
repair/replacement before closing to be aware of possible repair expenses.
        
Safety = Safety concerns were noted; in the inspector’s opinion, noted items may need further evaluation for repairs or corrections to
ensure safety.
    
N/A = Not applicable or Not available.
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Inspection Site/Details 
1. Inspection Start/Stop & Attendants

• Actual Start Time: 3:30 pm
• Approximate Stop Time: 5:40 pm
• Client present during inspection.
• Buyers Agent present

2. Structure Details & Geographical Location.
5526 Cedar Lane: Home faces the west.

County: Local County
Municipality: Local Twp

Parcel # Parcel Number: 21-524-504-300
Subdivision: Cedar River Estates

School District: Local  community schools
Area Code: 810

Architecture style: single family ranch architecture with attached garage.

Year built: 1998, 19 year aged residential structure.

Living space listed at 1,670 square/foot, not including some below grade (basement) finished areas.

Bedrooms; Three

3.0 Bathrooms, 3 full bathrooms.

Occupied furnished home

3. Additional services & payment
No additional service(s) are included in the home inspection.

Inspection payment made by personal check.
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Roof System/Components 
Although not required to walk on roof surfaces, we generally attempt to evaluate various roof types by walking on their surfaces. A reasonable attempt will be made to
properly evaluate roof covering and flashing if the inspector feels the conditions are safe. Roof materials wear differently relative to various factors. This inspection
can only offer an opinion of the general quality and condition of the present materials, flashing components, other roof mounted equipment. This inspectors
inspection/evaluation cannot and does not offer an opinion or warranty as to whether the roof leaks or maybe subject to future leakage or related issues from water
intrusion. Waterproof membrane beneath roofing materials is generally concealed and cannot be examined without removing the roof covering material. Although roof
condition can be evaluated, it is virtually impossible for anyone to detect a leak except as it is occurring or by specific water testing, which is beyond the scope of our
services. Any visible water staining on ceiling or structural framing within attics or other visible areas will not necessarily confirm an active leak without some
corroborative evidence, and such evidence can be deliberately concealed. We evaluate every roof conscientiously, and even attempt to approximate its age, but we will
not predict its remaining life expectancy, or guarantee that it will not leak. Therefore, we recommend that you ask the seller about it, and that you either include
comprehensive roof coverage in your home insurance policy, or that you obtain a roof certification from an established qualified roofing contractor. This evaluation
does not offer any guarantee to attached accessories such as, mounted solar systems, antennas, cupola or any other non related mounted equipment. Such present
equipment is only inspected for attachment only.

1. Roof Materials & Flashing
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Walked on areas of  roof surface(s)

Cross gable roof style equipped with asphalt based shingles, one layer was observed. Asphalt shingles are
showing normal age wear, some deficiencies are listed separately.

* Roof shingle material life expectancy may reach additional 10-15 years of service if properly maintained.

House fascia/soffit has wood material present; Wood soffit & fascia material requires routine maintenance,
periodic maintaining surface material with paint/stain to ensure proper weather protection. Most visible
areas of wood materials appears to be in good condition & properly painted, unless noted separately.

Recommend obtaining bids from a qualified roofing contractor for areas of concerns for repairs;

1) The asphalt valley for the house/garage transition was poorly installed, an attempt to weave the shingles
has cause an expose opening that will allow water to gain access below some of the shingles. The expose
opening needs to be sealed with caulk tar sealant.

2) Also along the same valley, some deep knife cut marks seen along some shingles. Cuts made to trim off
overlap shingles appear as a mistake or error which were not properly sealed to prevent further damage and
water leak issues.

3) Along the front side of the house, some exposed roof sheathing was not covered with any drip edge
flashing. This has caused deterioration damage to the roof sheathing. Some flashing is needed to prevent
further deterioration to the roof sheathing.

Moisture damage was observed at the wood fascia and soffit boards, observed at the house rear above the
rear balcony.

* Suggest obtain some bids from a qualified carpenter for repairs, most likely the gutters will need to be
removed to conduct proper repairs. It maybe in the best interest to get bids on having the house soffit &
fascia boards covered with aluminum cladding Noted areas should be repaired or replaced during the next
roof material replacement. The clad covering will prevent the ongoing maintenance needed on wood
materials.

Some flashing and screening is needed to keep out unwanted critters, house front gable sidewall and soffit
has expose areas that has allow some bird activity to gain access into
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Roof sheathing seen near the front entry has
deterioration damage due to lack of drip

edge flashing.

Roof valley was not properly installed
having exposed opening that needs to be

sealed.

Expose opening seen at the front gable
fascia and siding.

Some cuts in the roof shingles from the installers, the cuts need to
be sealed with caulk/sealant.

Moisture damage was observed at the wood fascia and soffit
boards, observed at the house rear above the rear balcony.  *

Suggest obtain some bids from a qualified carpenter for repairs.

2. Roof Ventilation & Plumbing Vent Stack
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Roof & attic ventilation system; combination of ridge vents, & soffit inlet louvre ventilation.  During the
inspection, there were no visible concerns of the present ventilation from the exterior.

1) The north side plumbing vent stack (stink pipe) rubber flange gasket has deterioration leaving expose
openings that will allow water to gain access.

* When the roof was replaced, the plumbing vent rain collar flashing was not replaced, they knew the
gasket was bad, they applied a layer of caulk sealant over the deteriorated area. Repairs are needed to
replace the rubber rain collar flashing to prevent water intrusion.

2) Suggest purchasing a boot sleave that slides over the exterior plumbing vent stack, the boot will
completely cover the vent stack pipe. The boot cover will prevent sun damage to the rubber gasket which
tends to become damaged from the sun and causes leak issues within the attic.

* The slide over boot is trending around $12 to $20 dollars if purchased online. Some local home/building
distributors such as; Home Dept, Lowe's or Marnards may also carry such products.

North plumbing (stink) pipe has deterioration damage seen at the boot flashing.
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3. Chimney
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Metal (prefab) vent stack for Gas furnace & hot/water heater. Proper flashing & chimney cap was present.

Some signs of water leak issues was observed within the attic, it would be best to apply some sealant design
for such applications around the rain collar to prevent further leaking activity. Suggest speaking with a
representative at Home Depot for proper caulk/sealant.

Some signs of water leak issues was observed within the attic, it would be best to apply some sealant design for such applications
around the rain collar to prevent further leaking activity.

4. Gutter Drain System
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
The roof gutter drainage system was in good secured condition, gutter guards or screens were not present.
All visible gutters were in clean condition.

*  Routinely monitor all gutters to prevent from clogging to ensure proper function, also to help prevent
possible ice dams which forces water back under the shingles and into the buildings interior during the
winter season. Conducting gutter maintenance will help prevent water decay damage and mold related
issues within the attic.

Several downspout(s) were not equipped with any type of extension material or tile drainage system to
ensure proper drainage from the structure foundation. It would best to add downspout extensions to keep as
roof shed water away from the foundation.

Several gutter downspouts were not equipped with extension leaders.

5. Additional Mounted Equipment
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Satellite system mounted on the roof; all anchored areas appeared to be in good secured condition. all
anchored mounts appear to be in good secured condition. Suggest periodically waking the roof to  monitor
all anchor areas. Occasionally, additional caulk/sealant is needed to prevent water intrusion.

* Current instalation standards, satellite installers are not be permitted to mount satellite equipment on the
roof system. During the next roof shingle replacement, it would be in the best interest to have the dish
system removed and relocate to different location to prevent possible roof leak issues and possibly mold
within the attic.
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6. Roof limitation
A reasonable effort was made to properly evaluate the roof materials, flashing(s), roof/attic ventilation,
present gutter drainage systems and other penetrating devices or equipment.

* Roof leaks issues are not always easily visible, wind & weather elements can & will change the roof
material & flashing ability to prevent & protect from water/moisture intrusion.

* This roof and flashing evaluation is not extended or implied as any type of warranty on material useful
life expectancy.
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Exterior  
The inspection of the exterior of the building includes the cladding, trim, doors, windows and visible flashing. Defective window seals are often not visible due to
weather conditions. Areas hidden from view by finished walls or stored items cannot be judged and are not a part of this inspection. Improper ground clearance to
exterior wall cladding and structural components can cause moisture related issues invisible for observation. This exterior observation is limited to the actual date
&time along with the current conditions of the inspection/evaluation.

1. Exterior Cladding & Trim
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Exterior wall cladding was equipped with Brick & Wood based material combination;

1) Brick cladding appears to have been properly maintained, all visible areas were in good condition.

2) Maintaining wood surfaces periodically is required to ensure weather resistance to weather elements.
Some deficiencies are listed separately.

Exterior trim appeared to be in good condition, unless noted separately.

Evidence of wood boring insect activity at the south upper gable wood exterior siding. Recommend sealing
the current bore holes to prevent further deterioration.

Wood siding transition to brick along the north & south gable areas has warped wood with expose openings.
It maybe required to install some additional bracing from the attic interior to allow fasteners to be installed
from the exterior side to tighten the wood siding.

* All transition seams should be properly caulk to seal off any expose open seams. This will help with
water/moisture intrusion and insect activity.

Areas of painted wood surfaces observed above the garage overheat door could use some scraping and fresh
paint to ensure the integrity of the wood against the weather elements.

Some trim seen at the front entry area has cracks that will allow moisture/water to infiltrate and cause decay
issues if not sealed with caulk. Keeping wood trim properly caulk/sealed and painted is an on going
maintenance responsibility of a home owner.

Wood siding transition to brick along the
north & south gable areas has warped wood

with expose openings.

Evidence of wood boring insect activity at
the south upper gable wood exterior siding.

Some trim seen at the front entry area has
cracks that will allow moisture/water to
infiltrate and cause decay issues if not

sealed with caulk.

Areas of painted wood surfaces observed above the garage overheat door could use some scraping and fresh paint to ensure the
integrity of the wood against the weather elements.
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2. Exterior Doors & Windows
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Exterior doors were in good condition, unless noted separately.

Exterior windows, vinyl cladding with screens, all visible window & screens appear to be in good seal
condition.

Garage exterior side service door has deterioration decay damage from excessive moisture exposure,
damage area was observed at the the bottom side door jam and wood trim.

* Sometimes repairs can be made to prolong having the door replaced, deteriorated or punky areas can be
can be repaired using a wood epoxy filler.

Garage exterior side service door has deterioration decay damage
from excessive moisture exposure, damage area was observed at

the the bottom side door jam and wood trim.

Garage side entry door has decay damage at the door trim.

3. Exterior Entryways
Good R/R Safety N/I

X X
All entryway(s) were in good condition, unless noted seperately.

Front entry wood platform has some loose boards, some boards may need replacement. The loose boards
maybe a potential slip/fall hazard.

The side entry to the garage has a large gap between the door and stone walkway, this is a potential concern
for injury. Suggest further evaluation for installing some aggregate materials or concrete to fill in the open
gap.

Front entry wood platform has some loose boards, some boards
may need replacement.

The side entry to the garage has a large gap between the door and
stone walkway, this is a potential concern for injury. Suggest
further evaluation for installing some aggregate materials or

concrete to fill in the open gap.

4. Exterior Plumbing & Venting
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Exterior faucets were tested, hose bibs operated properly when tested. Each hose bid was properly secured.

* During the winter season, remember to disconnect all garden hoses or any other devices that can hold
water which will freeze and cause damage.
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5. Exterior Electrical
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Exterior lighting & outlets were properly secured. Exterior outlets were GFCI equipped, all GFCI outlets
were tested and found to be in good working condition. The GFCI outlet that controls the exterior outlets is
located below the main electrical panel within the basement.

6. Gas / Fuel Utility
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Gas service is equipped with natural gas, outdoor meter is located at the south exterior side. Fuel supply
components were properly secured, no exterior gas leaks were detected.

7. Home Owner Awareness
Proactive preventative maintenance; exterior areas such as the exterior covering, wood base trim, flashing,
grade/drainage, vegetation & landscape should be periodically inspected for;

1) Exterior wood siding & trim; Inspect for signs of moisture & Water damage intrusion for  decay. All
wood surface need to be properly maintained, Michigan weather is very hard on wood based materials.

2) All flashing & transition areas should be monitored for; cracks & separations or paint that will allow
water to gain access.

3) Exterior grade & drainage; improper or negative slope does not allow proper drainage away from the
foundation. These are very important and most often the source for water in basement/crawlspace interiors.

4) Exterior vegetation; Trees & shrubs planted in close proximity of the structure & foundation, vegetation
roots allow pathways for water. Insect can congregate and find access into the interior. Climbing vines
provide pathways for water intrusion, access for insects to enter the house. Vines can move the siding,
loosen fasteners, and cause separations and openings in the exterior covering. Landscaping needs serious
consideration & proper maintaining.
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Grounds 
This inspection is not intended to address or include an geological conditions and site stability information. We do not comment on coatings or cosmetic deficiencies
and the wear and tear associated with the passage of time, which would be apparent to the average person. However, crack in hard surfaces can imply the presence of
expansive soils that can result in continuous movement, but that can only be confirmed by a geological evaluation of the soil. Any reference to grade is limited to only
around the exterior of the expose areas of the foundation or exterior walls. We cannot determine drainage performances of the site or the condition of any underground
piping, including subterranean drainage systems and municipal water and sewer service piping or septic systems. When deck and porches ore often built close to the
ground, where no viewing or assess is possible, we cannot make accurate opinions. These areas too low to enter or not accessible are excluded from the inspection
report. We do not evaluation or move landscape components such as trees, shrubs, fountains, ponds, statuary, pottery, fire pits, patio fan, heat lamps, and decorative or
low-voltage lighting. Any such mention of these items is informational only and not to be construed as inspected.
.

1. Driveway Materials
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Concrete driveway & approach was in new condition.

2. Walkway Areas
Good R/R Safety N/I

X X
Some issues in need of repairs, noted conditions most likely will be a red flag from the property appraiser,
this should be addressed before the property appraisal.

1) Concrete walkway near the garage front has a section removed, appears the removed section was taken
when the concrete drive was replaced. The missing section is a concern for a misstep and potential injury,
recommend obtaining some bids to have the missing concrete material replaced.

2) Stone material being used at the north side of the garage and walkway also has missing or incomplete
area that is a potential concern for a misstep and injury. Suggest filling the open area with aggregate to level
off the area.

Concrete walkway near the garage front has
a section removed, appears the removed

section was taken when the concrete drive
was replaced. The missing section is a

concern for a misstep and potential injury.

The north side stone walkway is becoming
overgrown with grass.

Walkway seen at the north side of the
driveway and walkway has uneven area that

maybe a potential trip hazard.

3. Exterior window well or Egress
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
No egress window well openings or window well accessories were present.
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4. Exterior Grounds
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
All present landscaping materials appear to be in good condition.

Exterior grade has a positive slope away from the structure foundation, unless noted separately.

Some soil erosion seen at the rear side of the house, noted conditions is mostly related to gutter downspouts
not being equipped with extension leaders to drain roof shed water from the foundation. Some fill is needed
to correct areas of low grade.

Vine growth observed at the north side of the house,Vine growth on brick masonry type structures will
penetrate mortar joints allowing water to gain access which will cause damage. Recommend having the vine
growth properly removed.

Vine growth observed at the north side of the house,Vine growth
on brick masonry type structures will penetrate mortar joints and

eventually cause damage.

Some soil erosion seen at the rear side of the house, noted
conditions is mostly related to gutter downspouts not being

equipped with extension leaders to drain roof shed water from the
foundation. Some fill is needed to correct areas of low grade.

5. Fence & Retaining Components
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Landscape material retaining wall was present along the north side of the house, the retaining materials
were in good condition.
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Deck/Balcony 
Add-on structures outside the home structure are limited to visible structure components only. Low profile structures or finish skirting typically restrict access or visual
observation, such restrictions are limited to report of the structural components. Buried foundation pads or footing(s) are not visible for inspection. This inspection is
also limited to current weather and season conditions to properly evaluate material conditions. This inspection is not intended or required to mandate/enforce local or
state code requirements.

1. Deck / Balcony Structure
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Rear balcony/deck constructed with treated wood material supports & decking, open style without roof
covering. Structural integrity of the rear deck framing & supports appears to be in good sound condition,
unless noted separately.

* The ledger board was properly secured with through bolts or lag bolts.

Some wood decking material has areas with water damage & wood decay. Eventually some decking boards
will need to be replaced, suggest using composite boards when replacing the decking. Composite materials
are not effected by moisture related issues like wood.

Some wood decking material has areas with water damage &
wood decay.

Some wood decking material has areas with water damage &
wood decay.

2. Guard Rail & Spindles
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Guard rail & baluster/spindles were wood material, all safety features appear to be in good secured
condition.

3. Step Componets
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Rear deck was not equipped with a stair/step system.

4. Limitation Disclaimer
Deck structures having a buried wood pillars are limited to visible areas only for inspection. This inspection
is not required to meet or report on local & state code requirements or specifications.
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Patio 
1. Patio
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Rear patio was constructed with patio pavers, general condition of the patio was in good condition with
some deficiencies.

Some areas of the perimeter patio material has loose material from frost heaving. Suggest some information
from a patio contractor about repair options to prevent further damage or loose material.

Some areas of the perimeter patio material has loose material from frost heaving.

2. Limitation Disclaimer
Patio pavers or brick paver type construction is limited to current weather and season conditions to properly
evaluate material conditions.

This inspection is not intendant or required to meet or report on local & state code requirements or
specifications.
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Attach garage structure 
Garage structure shall be inspected for any deficiencies related to; foundation concerns, roof covering and flashing, wall cladding, doors, windows, garage door
operators, electrical, plumbing, exterior grade drainage and entry materials. This evaluation is limited to the current weather conditions, overall safety and visibility of
components during the time of the inspection. Proper evaluation may also be limited to visible areas not obstructed by personal stored items or finishing materials both
sidewall and ceiling areas. This inspection is not intended or required to mandate/enforce local or state code requirements.

1. Foundation & Structural
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Poured concrete footing & slab foundation & conventional stud wall framing. Visible areas of the
foundation was in good structural condition. Garage roof system is the same as the house, any deficiencies
if present would be included in the house roof structural section.

Garage concrete floor was in good condition.

2. Interior & Finish Materials
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Garage interior ceiling & side walls were finished. Minor drywall deficiencies noted, typical to unheated
garage interiors.

3. Garage Door & Components
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Garage overhead door and side service door was in good working condition when tested.

Lift Master model door opener present. Door opener was functional using normal controls.

* Non contact safety reverse test;  Door opener safety photo electric eyes were present,  safety reversal test
was functional & operated properly when tested.

* Contact reversal test; This safety test is to determine the door will stop and return to the open position
without causing injury or damage. Contact reversal test function as design, no concerns were noted.

4. Garage Electrical & Heating Appliance
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Garage has ceiling lights & outlet present, outlets were in working condition.

Garage interior was not equipped with any heating system.

5. Bonus Room
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
• Garage was not equipped with a bonus room.
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Foundation & Framing Components 
Foundation and roof component evaluations from the attic, are subject to the current weather conditions. Water and moisture issues, foundation crack issues may not
always be visible due to various reasons. However, minor cracks or deteriorated surfaces are common in many foundation and most do not represent a structural
problem. If major cracks are present along the bowing, we recommend further evaluation be made by a qualified structural engineer or foundation specialist. Where
carpeting or any other floor covering are installed, the materials and condition of the concrete underneath cannot be determined. All concrete slabs experience some
degree of cracking due to shrinkage in the curing process. All exterior grades should allow for surface and roof water to flow away from the foundation. Areas hidden
from view by finished wall or stored items cannot be jugged and are not part of this inspection. We will certainly alert you to any visible suspicious foundation cracks
if they are clearly visible. However, we are not specialist, or a geologist, but this should not deter you from seeking the opinion of any such expert. We recommend
that inquiry be made with the seller if possible about knowledge of any prior foundation or structural repairs.

1. Foundation
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Poured/formed concrete foundation, finished materials were present. During the time of the inspection,
there were no visible concerns observed with foundation cracking, moisture leak infiltration.

* Basements having finishing materials restrict or completely prevent a visual inspection of the foundation,
such areas being not visible to the inspector and are excluded from this inspection.

2. Foundation Floor
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Typical concrete cracks seen within the basement concrete floor. Sealing such cracks/voids will help ensure
water tightness and help prevent possible radon gases from entering the home.

Typical concrete cracks seen within the basement concrete floor. Sealing such cracks/voids will help ensure water tightness and help
prevent possible radon gases from entering the home.

3. Crawlspace
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Not equipped with any crawlspace.

4. Framing Components
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Horizontal steel beams and vertical steel pillars used as structural support system. All visible structural
supports appear to be properly secured.

Floor structure components; Wood joist with plywood type sub flooring. All visible areas of the floor
structure was in good condition, no visible structural concerns was observed. Rim/band board insulation
was present.

Structural sidewall was constructed with wood framing, sidewall structure appears to be in good sound
condition. During the time of the home inspection; no visible signs or concerns for structural integrity was
observed within the home interior areas.

5. Roof Framing & Components
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
The roof structure has engineered roof truss framing & oriented strand board (OSB) sheathing. Roof
structure framing appears to be properly supported having no sagging roof structure components.
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6. Home Owner Awareness
Attics should be periodically inspected for;

1) Signs of water/moisture intrusion, look for damaged areas having wood decay or dark staining which is
mold activity.

2) Mice activity and any other possible critter activity. Its very common for mice to enter attics during the
cold winter season. A proactive approach using decon or some type of preventive method to help prevent
the damage that can lead from mice activity.

3) Disturbed insulation; windy conditions can cause blown insulation to become disturbed, causing areas
with little or expose areas without proper insulation. Some homes had electrical updates or upgrades,
insulation is moved to conduct the electrical and not placed back leaving non insulated areas.

4) Ice damming; This is typical of poorly insulated vented roofs in colder climate and is caused by snow
melting on the roof above the homes heated envelope, and then running down the roof and being trapped by
frozen snow and ice above the eaves. The ice will act as a dam and force water to back up under the roof
covering, rotting out the sheathing or migrating through into the interior of the structure. The cure for this is
an adequate design incorporating proper insulation, ventilation, and an ice and water shield installed under
the roof covering in potentially affected areas.

* This type of proactive approach can sometimes find issues at the early stages, when addressed & corrected
early can reduce or eliminate the cost of unexpected repairs.

Proactive preventative maintenance; basement foundations should be periodically inspected for;

1) Foundation cracks & separation which can lead to water intrusion.

2) Structural flooring components; generally the perimeter areas,looks for signs of water intrusion, dark
staining, which is fungal (mold) activity) that can be very expensive to correct if left unattended or
corrected.

3) Most water infiltration issues can be prevented, typical causes for water intrusion in basement; Improper
gutter drainage, blocked gutters, downspout leaders not discharging the water far enough away from the
foundation, improper grade slope, foundation cracks.

* A home is a big investment, being aware of what can destroy or cause harm/damage to that investment by
a simple proactive approach can sometimes find issues at the early stages. Issues that are addressed &
corrected early, can reduce or eliminate the cost of unexpected repairs.
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Attic 
This inspection of the Attic includes a visual examination of the roof framing components, plumbing ventilation, electrical wiring, mechanical systems, HVAC
distribution/ducts, bathroom ventilation and chimneys. If low clearance and deep insulation prohibits walking/crawling, attic inspection will be observed from the
access area only. Some construction types such as vaulted ceilings typically are not accessible.

1. Attic Access & Components
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Viewed by walking in the attic.

Pull down ladder was present in the garage for the attic access over the garage. The pull down ladder was in
good secured & safe condition.

Bedroom closet ceiling attic access was properly insulated with batt insulation was over hatch cover.

2. Insulation Materials
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Fiberglas batt for insulation was present, Fiberglas (batt) material = 3.2 per inch R-value. Visible insulation
in attic appears adequate, approximated 6" of insulation was present, a value of R-19 of insulation.

* Ventilation baffles were present in various areas of the attic.

3. Attic Interior & Mechanical Components
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Mechanical power ventilation was not present.

Visible areas of attic showed no visible signs of previous moisture damage or microbial activity. Roof
underside sheathing appears to be in good clean condition.

* No visible mice activity was observed during the time of the inspection. Attics should be periodically
entered and monitored for any sign of mice or other critter and insect activity.

Signs of guano (bat droppings) was observed in the attic, no active bats were seen during the time of the
inspection. Suggest contracting a critter control specialist to conduct a complete evaluation and have any
bats removed. Any expose openings need to be properly sealed.

Daylight was viewed from attic at the west front gable. Suggest sealing off any openings to prevent
unwanted insects or bats from gaining access into the attic space.

Visible areas of attic showed no visible
signs of previous moisture damage or

microbial activity. Roof underside sheathing
appears to be in good clean condition.

Insulation below the furnace exhaust pipe,
insulation was not wet during the

inspection.

Signs of leak issues seen below the exhaust
pipe for the gas furnace and hot water

heater within the attic.
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Signs of guano (bat droppings) was observed in the attic, no active bats were seen during the time of the inspection.

4. Attic Confined Space Disclaimer
Any estimates of insulation R-value & insulation depth average are general estimation upon visual
observation.
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Basement Interior 
1. Access & Components
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Interior & exterior walkout access to the lower level basement.

* Stairway to lower level (basement) area was in good secured condition. No visible structural concerns was
observed.

2. Lower Level Interior
Good R/R Safety N/I

X X
Drywall material present, drywall material was in good condition unless noted separately.

Some carpet overlay was present in some areas, most basement concrete was not covered with flooring
material.

Lower level is plumbed for a kitchen or wet bar.

Some cabinets and shelving was present, all cabinets & shelving was in good condition & properly secured.

Some discoloration which appears microbial related seen near the sump crock, it would be best to remove
the bottom baseboard trim and remove areas of contaminated drywall.

* If drywall is to be replaced, suggest using high moisture drywall material, drywall and wood based trim
should have about 3/4" to 1" clearance from the concrete floor to prevent moisture wicking.

Some water staining was observed behind the gas heating appliance, appears some leaking activity from the
exhaust pipe. The moisture staining appears to be from previous leak issues that may have been corrected.
This should be monitored for any new moisture activity.

Some discoloration which appears microbial related seen near the
sump crock, it would be best to remove the bottom baseboard trim

and remove areas of contaminated drywall.

Some water staining was observed behind the gas heating
appliance, appears some leaking activity from the exhaust pipe.

The moisture staining appears to be from previous leak issues that
may have been corrected.

3. Lower Level (basement) Doors.
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
All doors within the basement was in good working condition.

4. Lower Level (basement) Windows
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Tested functional windows were in working condition.

5. Information & Limitations
Basement with finish materials restrict visible observation for moisture, mold and any other such
deficiencies. A reasonable effort was made to conduct a thorough evaluation.
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Electrical Service  
Home inspectors are not licensed electricians and in accordance with the standards of practice this inspection is required to only test a representative number of
switches and outlets and does not preform load calculation to determine if the current supply meets the demand. However, every electrical deficiency or recommended
upgrade should be regarded as a latent hazard that should be serviced as soon as possible, along with evaluation and certification of the entire electrical system as safe
by a licensed electrical contractor. Therefore, it is essential that any electrical deficiency or recommendation should be completed before the close of escrow, because
an electrician could reveal additional anomalies or deficiencies or even recommend additional upgrades for which we disclaim any responsibility. Any electrical
repairs or upgrades should be made by a licensed electrical contractor. Aluminum conductor wiring if present, requires periodic inspection and maintenance by a
licensed electrician. Smoke detection devices within reach are randomly tested for function, all smoke detector should be periodically tested to ensure proper working
function. This evaluation does not determine local code jurisdiction requirements. Operation of timers and low voltage landscape lighting is not tested. The home
inspector is not required to insert any tool, probe or testing devise in the panels, test or operate any over-current device except for ground fault interrupter, nor
dismantle any electrical device or control other than to remove the cover of the main and sub panels. Any ancillary wiring or system that is not part of the primary
electrical distribution system is not part of this inspection by may be mention for information purposes only, telephone, security, cable TV, intercom and built in
vacuums equipment.

1. Electrical Entrance & Components
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Electrical entrance; lateral type, underground service supply was located at the south exterior sidewall.

* The exterior meter is CL-200 amp/240V service rating, the meter was in good secured condition having a
proper seal attached.

* Grounding rod was observed at exterior meter having a secured ground wire attached.

Electrical box connection was present for a portable generator. The exterior box was properly secured
having a good cover in place.

2. Electrical Service Panel
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Main electrical panel & disconnect located within the basement; Electrical system is equipped with a 150
amp service panel & disconnect located at the top of the panel.

* The panel was properly secured with a proper access panel cover in place.

* The electrical wiring within the panel was properly secured, no visible signs of wire scorching from
overheating.

* Ground bond was observed from the main panel connected to the nearby plumbing supply line.

Main electrical panel equipped with circuit breaker protection. Electrical circuit protectors appeared to be in
good condition, no signs of burnt or defective breakers were present or improper illegal double tapping was
present.

* The electrical panel is completely full, if additional circuits are needed, sub electrical panel may need to
be installed. Current breakers could also be replaced using piggyback breakers. Be sure to know if your
panel will except this type of breaker.

* An electrical contractor is recommended to conduct any type of electrical repairs or upgrades.

Electrical panel circuit breakers were not all properly labeled or identified. All breaker circuits should be
clearly identified in case of an emergency situation.
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Electrical panel circuit breakers were not all properly labeled or
identified. All breaker circuits should be clearly identified in case

of an emergency situation.

Main electrical panel equipped with circuit breaker protection.
Electrical circuit protectors appeared to be in good condition, no

signs of burnt or defective breakers were present or improper
illegal double tapping was present.

3. Sub Service Panel
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Sub panel circuit board present for portable generator electrical backup. Recommend obtaining additional
information from current owner for proper function for safety concerns. The generator sub panel was in
good secured condition.

* Any sub panel present for backup or standby generators are not inspected, any such sub panels with any
concerns, should be properly evaluated by a qualified licensed electrical contractor for safety

Sub panel circuit board present for portable generator electrical backup. Recommend obtaining additional information from current
owner or electrician for proper function for safety concerns.

4. Elect Branch Wiring & Connections
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
During the electrical wiring and transition connection points was in good condition, some deficiencies was
observed that will be listed separately.

Junction box viewed in the furnace utility room was not equipped with a cover plate. All junction boxes
should be equipped with cover plates to help prevent the chance of electrical sparks from flying outward, if
an electrical short was to accrue.

Junction box viewed in the furnace utility room was not equipped with a cover plate. Suggest installing a cover plate.
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5. Interior outlets
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
During the electrical evaluation, a representative number of accessible interior receptacles were tested. No
concerned deficiencies was observed during the time of the inspection.

6. Interior GFCI outlets
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
GFCI outlet(s) that were present within the interior areas, were tested and found to be in working condition.

7. Light Switches
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
A representative number of electrical switches were tested and found to be in good working condition.

8. Electrical Fixtures
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Typical home inspections are required to test a representative number of lights and other electrical fixture(s)
present.

* During the evaluation, tested lighting and fixture(s) appear to be in good working condition.

Ceiling fan(s) present were functional when tested.

Attic lights did not function, bulbs were missing.

9. Smoke Detector
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
All smoke detector(s) were functional & wired in series. Periodic testing is suggested for all smoke
detector(s) to ensure proper working order.

One main level hallway smoke alarm did not sound properly when tested. Suggest having the smoke
detector replaced to ensure proper function.

One main level hallway smoke alarm did not sound properly when tested. Suggest having the smoke detector replaced to ensure
proper function.

10. Carbon Monoxide Detector
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
There was no visible CO (Carbon Monoxide) detector(s) in the home. Recommend installing a carbon
monoxide detector on all levels for safety.

11. Electronic Security System
The home was not equipped with any type of security system.
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Plumbing & Components 
1. Watery supply & distribution
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Public municipal water service, water meter & shutoff was present in the basement;

* The water meter was properly secured, accessible tested shutoff valves were in good working condition.
No visible leaks were seen during the time of the home inspection date.

Water distribution pipe material; water supply pipes were copper piping. Water flow appears normal with
multiple fixtures in operation.

*There were no visible leaks at the time of the inspection, supply piping hidden by walls or ceilings or any
other obstructions are limited to visible areas only..

2. Waste disposal & mechanical components
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Public sewage disposal system; Visible waste lines appeared in good working condition and properly
supported. During the inspection, no leaks was observed.

The sump pump would not function when first tested, appears the float switch is sticking or the float switch
is may need to be replaced. Recommend having the sump pump properly evaluated by a plumbing
contractor to ensure proper function.

There is no backup warning system present for the sump. If the main pump fails backup & flooding could
occur. It would be in a home owners best interest to consider installing a quality backup system or alarm to
prevent flooding issues if the sump pump was to fail.

Recommend installing a quality backup system or alarm to prevent
flooding issues if the sump pump was to fail.

Recommend having the sump pump properly evaluated by a
plumbing contractor to ensure proper function.

3. Water treatment & filtration component
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
No water filtration device or appliance was present.

4. Gas / Fuel supply
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Gas leak detection meter was used at all accessible pipe joints & shutoff(s). No gas leaks were found within
the home during the inspection.
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5. Domestic hot water
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Hot water heater is located within the basement utility room; Rheem brand hot/water heater, capacity rating
at 40 gallon. No visible leaks were seen, water heater appears to function normal at time of inspection.
Appliance MFG date, April 2014.

* Temperature pressure release (TPR) valve and discharge pipe/ blow tube was present, no signs or
malfunction discharge was present.

* Gas burning hot/water heater was tested for general carbon monoxide levels, CO readings were normal at
time of inspection

Hot/water unit is a natural gas unit having metal exhaust vent, exhaust vent was  properly secured.  Hot
water heating appliance is not an high efficiency  type unit.

* Gas shutoff valve was present and in working condition and within easy reach in case of an emergency.

* Normal CO readings were observed at the gas burning h/w heater when tested for carbon monoxide levels
at time of inspection date.

6. Sprinkler System
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Sprinkler system was present, the sprinkler system has been disconnected at the exterior pressure vacuum
assembly. Suggest having the sprinkler system properly evaluated by a qualified sprinkler specialist.

Sprinkler system has been disconnected at the exterior pressure vacuum assembly.

7. Home owner Information
Hot water heating appliance was not equipped with a circulating pump or gravity loop system, listed are
some benefits for a circulation system;

1. Circulation pumps or loops will reduce wasting large amount of unused water while waiting for the hot
water. These pumps can be purchased from you local plumber, Home Depot, Lowes, Marards or possibly
your local hardware dealer.

2. Public municipal water service & sewer service; a licensed plumbing technician reported, depending on
the size of the home, as much as 10,000 plus gallons every year will be wasted while waiting for hot water.
If the home owner is paying for the water & sewer service, a substantial savings can be added to the home
owner every year with a circulation system.
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HVAC System 
The heating, ventilation, and air conditioning and cooling system (often referred to as HVAC) is the climate control system for the structure. The inspector will usually
test the heating and air conditioner using the thermostat or other controls. This home inspection does not conduct disassembly to evaluate the heat exchanger or other
hidden components. Proper evaluations is recommended by a qualified licensed HVAC technician. Asbestos materials are common in older distribution/duct systems,
determining the present of asbestos can only be perform by sample testing which is sent to a laboratory. Electronic air cleaners, humidifiers are beyond the scope of
this inspection.

1. Heating Appliance
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Digital type thermostat located at the main level. The thermostat was properly secured & function normally
when tested.

Bryant  natural gas forced air heating system; capacity rating at  88,000 BTU input per/hour & 71,000 BTU
output per/hour. Gas furnace appears to function normally using normal operation controls. The furnace
appears original, furnace is 19 years of age.

* The gas burner assembly was clean of any rust & corrosion debris.

* Gas burner assembly had a nice clear blue flame, no concerns was observed at time of inspection date.

* Normal CO readings were observed at the gas burning furnace when tested for carbon monoxide levels at
time of inspection date.

Metal single wall metal vent pipe present, All exhaust vent pipe appears properly secured.

Natural gas present for the fuel source, shutoff valve was functional when tested.

Proper electrical disconnect on/off switch was in easy reach of the furnace.

2. Distribution / Filtration
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Heat distribution method; galvanized sheet metal ductwork used as HVAC distribution system. All visible
distribution system appears to be properly secured and supported.

Furnace filter was somewhat dirty and should be replaced before winter.

Furnace filter is somewhat dirty and should be replaced before winter.

3. Additional HVAC Components
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Flow thru type humidifier was present; Carrier brand, furnace plenum mounted, the humidifier was in
working condition when tested.

* Humidifiers need regular maintenance, including cleaning, and the removal of lime and other residue.
Any moisture pads or media need to be replaced annually, should be part of annual HVAC service contract.
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Whole house humidifiers should be part of annual HVAC service contract to be sure of proper working condition.

4. Central Air & Components
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Bryant brand condensing unit present at the exterior, exterior condensing unit appears to be in good
condition, unless noted separately.

* Electrical disconnect is located near the exterior condensing unit, disconnect was properly secured.

* Exterior condensing unit was functional when tested;

* Main level supply air: 62.4 degrees / Return air temp: 72.8 degrees fahrenheit, 10.4 degree supply/return
differential.

* Lower level (basement) supply air: 62.6 degrees / Return air temp: 69.6 degrees, 7 degree supply/return
differential.

* The central air system was briefly tested for a short period, A/C system appears to be in good working
condition.

The exterior condenser coils has some dirty areas, suggest cleaning the coils for proper unit efficiency.
General soap and water and garden hose typically will clean the debris from the coils.

The exterior condenser coils has some dirty areas, suggest cleaning the coils for proper unit efficiency. General soap and water and
garden hose typically will clean the debris from the coils.

5. Auxiliary Equipment
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Furnace was not equipped with any auxiliary equipment.

6. Alternative Heat
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Free standing natural gas heating appliance was present in the lower level. The gas appliance was in
working condition when tested.

* Normal CO readings were observed at the gas burning furnace when tested for carbon monoxide levels at
time of inspection date.

* Exhausts from gas fireplace system vents to the exterior sidewall metal bonnet/hood. The exhaust sidewall
bonnet should be monitored for caulk that maybe required if leak issue accrue within the basement interior.
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The gas space heating appliance within the basement has an exterior exhaust bonnet, the sidewall bonnet should be monitored for
caulk that maybe required if leak issue accrue within the basement interior.

7. Disclaimer
The heating appliance(s) are tested by turning them on for a short period of time to determine proper normal
function during time of inspection. Gas & Oil burning appliances are tested for carbon monoxide levels &
gas leak.

* HVAC system; furnace will be not disassembled to inspect the heat exchanger, a qualified HVAC
technician is recommended for a proper certified system inspection.

* Central air (A/C) will be tested if weather permits.

* This home inspection evaluation of the HVAC system does imply or offer warranty on the systems life
expectancy.

* Heat gain calculations, adequacy, efficiency, or the balanced distribution of air throughout the home are
not performed as part of a home inspection.  These calculations are typically performed by designers to
determine the required size of HVAC systems.
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Areas of Interior  
1. Laundry
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
1st floor laundry equipped with; wall cabinets only, no base cabinet or counter top. Wall cabinet was
properly secured.

Laundry wash tub faucet & drain was in working condition when tested. Laundry tub was properly secured.

General Electric brand washer unit was present, the washer operated as designed using normal controls. The
washer cabinet was in good condition

General Electric brand gas dryer unit was present, the dryer operated as designed using normal controls.
The dryer cabinet was in good condition.

* Equipped with natural gas only.

The dryer vent has some tight bends that can possible cause some restrictions. Suggest having a dryer vent
tight fit 90 degree connector installed. The connector will fit tight against the wall and shorten the dryer
duct, typical cost is around $25.00 dollars.

The dryer vent has some tight bends that can possible cause some
restrictions. Suggest having a dryer vent tight fit 90 degree

connector installed. The connector will fit tight against the wall
and shorten the dryer duct.

Image of a dryer vent attachment 90 degree, for tight fit conditions
prevent sharp bends and kinking issues. Home depot most likely

supplies this item.

2. Kitchen
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Kitchen cabinets & counter top was in good condition, counter top was properly secured.

Kitchen faucet & drain was tested and function properly. Water supply shutoffs were present & functional
when tested.

Badger disposal unit was present, disposal unit was functional when tested.

GE brand dishwasher unit present, Operated through one cycle and appeared to be in working order at time
of inspection.

* Dishwasher unit was equipped with a proper high loop drain to prevent siphoning of waste water back
into the dishwasher.

General Electric brand natural gas range/oven was present. All heating burners operated when tested.

Whirlpool brand refrigerator was in working condition, refrigerator cabinet was in good condition.

Samsung brand microwave was present, the unit was in working condition when tested.

Exhaust fan & light was integrated with microwave unit. Exhaust fan & light was functional when tested.
Exhaust fan is a recirculate type.
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3. Bathroom(s)
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Bathroom(s) ceiling & wall materials and flooring was in good condition.

Tiled flooring was present, tiled areas was in good condition.

All bathroom sink & faucets were functional when tested. Water supply shutoff valves were tested and
found to be in working condition.

Tested tub & shower unit was in good working condition when tested. Tiled shower surround was in good
sealed condition.

Bathroom near the laundry room, the sink drain stopper was not functional when tested, some
repair/adjustments are needed for proper function.

A slow draining sink was observed at the south hallway bathroom, normally due to a clogged trap.
Disassembly and cleaning of the trap is the most effective correction.

Bathroom near the laundry room, the shower head has some leak issues at the fitting connection. Some
repairs are needed.

Bathroom near the laundry room, the sink
drain stopper was not functional when

tested, some repair/adjustments are needed
for proper function.

Bathroom near the laundry room, the
shower head has some leak issues at the

fitting connection.

A slow draining sink was observed at the
south hallway bathroom, normally due to a
clogged trap. Disassembly and cleaning of

the trap is the most effective correction.

4. General interior ceiling & walls
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
General condition of walls and ceilings were in good condition, home inspectors are not required to check
the wallpaper, paint, window treatments or finish treatments.

* Minor cosmetic deficiencies are not generally reported on unless there are; visual concerns of structural
issues or major interior areas of damage were present.

5. General interior floor coverings
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
General condition of floors were in good secured condition with normal wear and age.

6. General Interior Doors
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Interior doors were in good working condition.

All closet doors that were present were in good working condition.

7. General Interior Windows
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Interior windows were in good working condition. No visible signs of defective window seals was
observed.
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8. Stairway & Components
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Stairway to lower level (basement) was equipped with a secured hand grasp/rail.

9. Auxiliary equipment
Good R/R Safety N/I

X
Home was not equipped with any auxiliary equipment.

10. Information
Window seals are not always visible for defects, the weather conditions can change the way the window
functions. This inspection report is based on the time & date of the inspection.
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END OF REPORT 
 
 
Dear Jon Brown.
 
Thank you for choosing Prestige Home Inspection to inspect your property at 5526 Cedar Lane, Your
Town, MI on 10/19/2017. We work hard to provide a professional and informative experience.
 
Kind regards, Danny Zyrowski
 
License # National Association of Certified Home Inspectors, (NACHI 108032703) / International
Association of Certified Indoor Air Consultants, (IAC2-01-4280) / Certified Mold Inspector,
Environmental Solutions Association ( ESA).
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Conclusion:
 
This inspection meets or exceeds the Standards of Practice for the National Association of Certified Home
Inspectors (NACHI). It is intended as a general guide to help you make an evaluation as to the overall
condition of the home. It is not intended to place a value on the home nor make any representation as to the
advisability of purchase. It is not a guarantee or warranty. It is not an insurance policy for defects. This
inspection report disclaims any liability when used by anyone not named in the report.
 
The report reflects the opinion of the inspector(s), based upon visual impressions of conditions that existed at
the time of inspection. The inspection is not intended to be technically exhaustive or to imply that every
component in the home was inspected. No disassembly of equipment, opening of walls, moving of furniture or
stored items was performed or is allowed by state requirements. All components which were concealed or
obscured from observation at the time of inspection (including those concealed by clutter and stored items) are
necessarily excluded from the report. Unless noted otherwise the house exterior was inspected from the ground.
Only a representative sampling of parts and components (windows, electrical outlets, roof shingles, exterior
wall trim and cladding, etc.) were examined and are within the scope of this inspection. Unless noted otherwise
roofs and roofing materials are inspected by walking on the roof when possible. If the roof is to high or
dangerous we will observe by binoculars or from windows overlooking the roof.
 
Environmental hazards are not within the scope of the inspection and are excluded from the report. Any
hazards noticed while performing the building inspection will be listed in the "Possible Environmental
Hazards" section for your convenience so you can have them further investigated by an expert. These hazards
include but are not limited to radon gas, carbon monoxide, lead and lead paint, buried storage tanks, asbestos,
vermiculite, urea formaldehyde, and mold. Also excluded from the report are heating system heat exchangers,
pools, hot tubs, spas, fountains, exterior lighting, water wells, zoning ordinances, intercom, playground
equipment, sports courts, elevators, outbuilding(s), septic tanks and sewage systems, water treatment
equipment, security systems, sprinkler systems (both fire and lawn), bridges (over culverts, streams, ponds,
etc.), generators, greenhouses, and central vacuum systems. Condo common areas are excluded. This is not an
inspection for insects (including wood destroying, unless purchased separately), rodents birds, or other
infestations. Re-inspections or additional testing is not included and will incur an additional fee if needed. No
warranty or guaranty of the home or components is implied by Prestige Home Inspection LLC.
 
This inspection report is not a compliance inspection for any government codes or regulations, nor as a
property or land survey.
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Report Summary
Report Summary

 
Roof System/Components
Page 3 Item: 1 Roof Materials &

Flashing
Recommend obtaining bids from a qualified roofing contractor for areas of
concerns for repairs;

1) The asphalt valley for the house/garage transition was poorly installed, an
attempt to weave the shingles has cause an expose opening that will allow water to
gain access below some of the shingles. The expose opening needs to be sealed
with caulk tar sealant.

2) Also along the same valley, some deep knife cut marks seen along some
shingles. Cuts made to trim off overlap shingles appear as a mistake or error
which were not properly sealed to prevent further damage and water leak issues.

3) Along the front side of the house, some exposed roof sheathing was not
covered with any drip edge flashing. This has caused deterioration damage to the
roof sheathing. Some flashing is needed to prevent further deterioration to the roof
sheathing.

Moisture damage was observed at the wood fascia and soffit boards, observed at
the house rear above the rear balcony.

* Suggest obtain some bids from a qualified carpenter for repairs, most likely the
gutters will need to be removed to conduct proper repairs. It maybe in the best
interest to get bids on having the house soffit & fascia boards covered with
aluminum cladding Noted areas should be repaired or replaced during the next
roof material replacement. The clad covering will prevent the ongoing
maintenance needed on wood materials.

Some flashing and screening is needed to keep out unwanted critters, house front
gable sidewall and soffit has expose areas that has allow some bird activity to gain
access into

Page 4 Item: 2 Roof Ventilation &
Plumbing Vent
Stack

1) The north side plumbing vent stack (stink pipe) rubber flange gasket has
deterioration leaving expose openings that will allow water to gain access.

* When the roof was replaced, the plumbing vent rain collar flashing was not
replaced, they knew the gasket was bad, they applied a layer of caulk sealant over
the deteriorated area. Repairs are needed to replace the rubber rain collar flashing
to prevent water intrusion.

2) Suggest purchasing a boot sleave that slides over the exterior plumbing vent
stack, the boot will completely cover the vent stack pipe. The boot cover will
prevent sun damage to the rubber gasket which tends to become damaged from
the sun and causes leak issues within the attic.

* The slide over boot is trending around $12 to $20 dollars if purchased online.
Some local home/building distributors such as; Home Dept, Lowe's or Marnards
may also carry such products.

Page 5 Item: 3 Chimney Some signs of water leak issues was observed within the attic, it would be best to
apply some sealant design for such applications around the rain collar to prevent
further leaking activity. Suggest speaking with a representative at Home Depot for
proper caulk/sealant.

Page 5 Item: 4 Gutter Drain
System

Several downspout(s) were not equipped with any type of extension material or
tile drainage system to ensure proper drainage from the structure foundation. It
would best to add downspout extensions to keep as roof shed water away from the
foundation.

Exterior
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Page 7 Item: 1 Exterior Cladding &
Trim

Evidence of wood boring insect activity at the south upper gable wood exterior
siding. Recommend sealing the current bore holes to prevent further deterioration.

Wood siding transition to brick along the north & south gable areas has warped
wood with expose openings. It maybe required to install some additional bracing
from the attic interior to allow fasteners to be installed from the exterior side to
tighten the wood siding.

* All transition seams should be properly caulk to seal off any expose open seams.
This will help with water/moisture intrusion and insect activity.

Areas of painted wood surfaces observed above the garage overheat door could
use some scraping and fresh paint to ensure the integrity of the wood against the
weather elements.

Some trim seen at the front entry area has cracks that will allow moisture/water to
infiltrate and cause decay issues if not sealed with caulk. Keeping wood trim
properly caulk/sealed and painted is an on going maintenance responsibility of a
home owner.

Page 8 Item: 2 Exterior Doors &
Windows

Garage exterior side service door has deterioration decay damage from excessive
moisture exposure, damage area was observed at the the bottom side door jam and
wood trim.

* Sometimes repairs can be made to prolong having the door replaced,
deteriorated or punky areas can be can be repaired using a wood epoxy filler.

Page 8 Item: 3 Exterior Entryways Front entry wood platform has some loose boards, some boards may need
replacement. The loose boards maybe a potential slip/fall hazard.

The side entry to the garage has a large gap between the door and stone walkway,
this is a potential concern for injury. Suggest further evaluation for installing some
aggregate materials or concrete to fill in the open gap.

Grounds
Page 10 Item: 2 Walkway Areas Some issues in need of repairs, noted conditions most likely will be a red flag

from the property appraiser, this should be addressed before the property
appraisal.

1) Concrete walkway near the garage front has a section removed, appears the
removed section was taken when the concrete drive was replaced. The missing
section is a concern for a misstep and potential injury, recommend obtaining some
bids to have the missing concrete material replaced.

2) Stone material being used at the north side of the garage and walkway also has
missing or incomplete area that is a potential concern for a misstep and injury.
Suggest filling the open area with aggregate to level off the area.

Page 11 Item: 4 Exterior Grounds Some soil erosion seen at the rear side of the house, noted conditions is mostly
related to gutter downspouts not being equipped with extension leaders to drain
roof shed water from the foundation. Some fill is needed to correct areas of low
grade.

Vine growth observed at the north side of the house,Vine growth on brick
masonry type structures will penetrate mortar joints allowing water to gain access
which will cause damage. Recommend having the vine growth properly removed.

Deck/Balcony
Page 12 Item: 1 Deck / Balcony

Structure
Some wood decking material has areas with water damage & wood decay.
Eventually some decking boards will need to be replaced, suggest using composite
boards when replacing the decking. Composite materials are not effected by
moisture related issues like wood.

Patio
Page 13 Item: 1 Patio Some areas of the perimeter patio material has loose material from frost heaving.

Suggest some information from a patio contractor about repair options to prevent
further damage or loose material.

Foundation & Framing Components
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Page 15 Item: 2 Foundation Floor Typical concrete cracks seen within the basement concrete floor. Sealing such
cracks/voids will help ensure water tightness and help prevent possible radon
gases from entering the home.

Attic
Page 17 Item: 3 Attic Interior &

Mechanical
Components

Signs of guano (bat droppings) was observed in the attic, no active bats were seen
during the time of the inspection. Suggest contracting a critter control specialist to
conduct a complete evaluation and have any bats removed. Any expose openings
need to be properly sealed.

Daylight was viewed from attic at the west front gable. Suggest sealing off any
openings to prevent unwanted insects or bats from gaining access into the attic
space.

Basement Interior
Page 19 Item: 2 Lower Level

Interior
Some discoloration which appears microbial related seen near the sump crock, it
would be best to remove the bottom baseboard trim and remove areas of
contaminated drywall.

* If drywall is to be replaced, suggest using high moisture drywall material,
drywall and wood based trim should have about 3/4" to 1" clearance from the
concrete floor to prevent moisture wicking.

Some water staining was observed behind the gas heating appliance, appears some
leaking activity from the exhaust pipe. The moisture staining appears to be from
previous leak issues that may have been corrected. This should be monitored for
any new moisture activity.

Electrical Service
Page 20 Item: 2 Electrical Service

Panel
Electrical panel circuit breakers were not all properly labeled or identified. All
breaker circuits should be clearly identified in case of an emergency situation.

Page 21 Item: 4 Elect Branch
Wiring &
Connections

Junction box viewed in the furnace utility room was not equipped with a cover
plate. All junction boxes should be equipped with cover plates to help prevent the
chance of electrical sparks from flying outward, if an electrical short was to
accrue.

Page 22 Item: 8 Electrical Fixtures Attic lights did not function, bulbs were missing.

Page 22 Item: 9 Smoke Detector One main level hallway smoke alarm did not sound properly when tested. Suggest
having the smoke detector replaced to ensure proper function.

Page 22 Item: 10 Carbon Monoxide
Detector

There was no visible CO (Carbon Monoxide) detector(s) in the home.
Recommend installing a carbon monoxide detector on all levels for safety.

Plumbing & Components
Page 23 Item: 2 Waste disposal &

mechanical
components

The sump pump would not function when first tested, appears the float switch is
sticking or the float switch is may need to be replaced. Recommend having the
sump pump properly evaluated by a plumbing contractor to ensure proper
function.

There is no backup warning system present for the sump. If the main pump fails
backup & flooding could occur. It would be in a home owners best interest to
consider installing a quality backup system or alarm to prevent flooding issues if
the sump pump was to fail.

HVAC System
Page 25 Item: 2 Distribution /

Filtration
Furnace filter was somewhat dirty and should be replaced before winter.

Page 26 Item: 4 Central Air &
Components

The exterior condenser coils has some dirty areas, suggest cleaning the coils for
proper unit efficiency. General soap and water and garden hose typically will
clean the debris from the coils.

Areas of Interior
Page 28 Item: 1 Laundry The dryer vent has some tight bends that can possible cause some restrictions.

Suggest having a dryer vent tight fit 90 degree connector installed. The connector
will fit tight against the wall and shorten the dryer duct, typical cost is around
$25.00 dollars.
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Page 29 Item: 3 Bathroom(s) Bathroom near the laundry room, the sink drain stopper was not functional when
tested, some repair/adjustments are needed for proper function.

A slow draining sink was observed at the south hallway bathroom, normally due
to a clogged trap. Disassembly and cleaning of the trap is the most effective
correction.

Bathroom near the laundry room, the shower head has some leak issues at the
fitting connection. Some repairs are needed.
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